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Sustained delivery of growth factors with high
loading efficiency in a layer by layer assembly†

Febriyani F. R. Damanik,a,b Marzia Brunelli,a,c Laura Pastorino,c Carmelina Ruggiero,c

Clemens van Blitterswijk,a,b Joris Rotmansd and Lorenzo Moroni *a,b

Layer by layer (LBL) assembly has garnered considerable interest due to its ability to generate multifunc-

tional films with high tunability and versatility in terms of substrates and polyelectrolytes, allowing the

option to use complex devices and drugs. Polyelectrolytes, such as growth factors (GFs), are essential, but

costly, delicate, biological molecules that have been used in various tissue regeneration applications. For

this reason, the controlled drug delivery of efficiently loaded GFs via LBL assembly (GF-LBL) can contrib-

ute to the establishment of cost-effective biologically triggered biomedical applications. We have devel-

oped an LBL method to load GFs (specifically, transforming growth factor beta 1, platelet-derived growth

factor ββ, and insulin growth factor 1), with up to 90% efficiency approximately, by gas plasma surface

activation and tuning the pH to increase the ionic strength of polyelectrolytes. Poly(styrenesulfonate)

(PSS) and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) have been used to provide the initial necessary charge for multilayer

build-up. Heparin and dextran sulphate have been investigated as counter polyelectrolytes to enhance

the activity of GFs by protecting their ligands, where heparin resulted in the highest achievable loading

efficiency for all GFs. Oxygen gas plasma and acidic pH levels also resulted in a significant increase in GF

loading efficiency. The three GFs were released by diffusion and erosion in a controlled manner over

lengthy time scales and the bioactivity was maintained for up to 14 days. When tested as implants in vitro,

GF-LBL constructs increased fibroblast proliferation, influenced cell morphology and migration, and

enhanced myofibroblast differentiation, indicating that the biological functionalities of the GFs were pre-

served. In conclusion, this developed LBL assembly method can provide a simple drug delivery system,

which may yield more effective applications for tissue regeneration as well as biomedical sciences at

large.

Introduction

Over the past few decades, layer by layer (LBL) assembly
methods have evolved to become a versatile, gentle and
simple, bottom-up nanofabrication technique to generate
ultra-thin films.1,2 In the assembly process, multilayers of
films are deposited onto the surface of the substrate via
alternative adsorption of the interacting materials.3 An LBL
assembly is generally fabricated on top of a charged substrate.

Unlike spin4 and spray5 deposition, or more complex assem-
blies like electromagnetic6 and fluid assembly7 that can only
be done on planar or particulate surfaces, classic immersion
LBL deposition provides an extensive choice of materials,
shapes and sizes.2 Hence, charged substrates can range from
flat, smooth silicon wafers8 to rough, irregularly shaped cer-
amics and polymer scaffolds9 and rods, and from large-scale
surface coatings10 to nanoscale electrospun fibres11 and nano-
particles.12 This allows us to use LBL methods on our implants
and many other devices with complex shapes and materials.

As not all LBL substrates have a sufficient amount of initial
charge, different techniques have been used to activate their
surfaces. Persulfonation through piranha solution or photo-
catalytic oxidation activates the substrate’s surface, but limits
the vast options of the substrate material, due to its aggressive
oxidation technique.13 Materials that are sensitive to such
priming methods, for instance many polymeric thin layered
substrates, can be activated via a more controlled surface
method, such as gas plasma treatment.14 As the fabrication of
these multilayer LBL assembly films is carried out by exposing
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the charged substrate alternatively with positively and nega-
tivity charged solutions, called polyelectrolytes,1 almost any
variety of charged species, such as nanoparticles,15 dendri-
mers,16 polysaccharides,17 nucleic acids18 and viruses19 can be
successfully used as polyelectrolytes to generate LBL films.
Direct polymeric absorption of strong polyelectrolytes, for
example poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS, basal isoelectric point 1)
and poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI, basal isoelectric point 11) used
for our implants, provide negatively and positively charged
substrates, respectively, and have been deployed to provide the
initial necessary charge for multilayer build-up.20,21

Alternated depositions of oppositely charged polyelectro-
lytes allow great freedom in the layer sequence.22 A simple way
to increase loaded solution or thickness of the LBL film is by
increasing the number of layers used. Additionally, factors
such as temperature and ionic strength through the modu-
lation of pH are known to be strong influencers, while depo-
sition time and polyelectrolyte concentration are known to be
weak influencers that can modulate the loading capacity of the
polyelectrolytes.23 Tuning these factors increases the loading
capacity of the chosen polyelectrolyte until a plateau is
achieved, indicating the maximum capacity of up to 90%
loading approximately that we have achieved in this study,
with a controlled release that has never been reported in a
simple modelled LBL study before. The balance between
adhesion strength and loading capacity is necessary to provide
mild conditions and to preserve sensitive polyelectrolyte
functions.

Due to its versatility to be applied to almost any type of
charged substance and substrate with high tunability, LBL
coating is used in many different fields, particularly in bio-
medical applications, to fabricate thin films.24 In the field of
tissue regeneration, LBL has been used for wound healing
dressings, cardiovascular devices, bone and ligament grafts,
and cartilage scaffolds among others.25 Growth factors (GFs)
are important mediators of tissue regeneration and have been
incorporated into various drug delivery systems. For example,
transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-β1), platelet-derived
growth factor ββ (PDGF-ββ) and insulin growth factor 1 (IGF-1)
are involved in tissue morphogenesis and can influence the
foreign body response. Nevertheless, current drug delivery
systems for GFs, specifically LBL, suffer from several disadvan-
tages. First, many do not offer high loading capacities,26 which
would be beneficial given the high costs of GFs. Second, few
offer tuneable controlled release,24 a critical parameter given
the short half-life of GFs and consequences of GF overdosing,
which includes uncontrolled cell growth or apoptosis. Hence,
due to its capacity to sequester the high concentration of bio-
logical components under mild aqueous conditions, preser-
ving fragile protein activity,27 the LBL assembly technique is
highly suitable for the incorporation of GFs. Moreover, anionic
sulphated polysaccharides such as heparin (HEP, basal isoelec-
tric point 3.5–4) and dextran sulphate (DS, basal isoelectric
point 4–5) can be used as counter polyelectrolytes to enhance
the activity of GFs by protecting their ligands.28 For these
reasons, developing a growth factor delivery system using a

highly optimized LBL assembly process would provide highly
promising loading capacity and tunable controlled release ben-
eficial for various biomedical applications. Here we report the
development, optimisation, and evaluation of an LBL assembly
technique to incorporate a high concentration of GFs, specifi-
cally TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ, and IGF-1, into surface-activated poly-
meric implants. PEI and PSS were used to provide the initial
charge on the polymeric devices, on top of which the GF multi-
layer construct was built. HEP and DS were considered as GF
counter polyelectrolytes thanks to their capacity to protect and
preserve the activity of GFs. Loading capacity and release rate
were analysed to identify the essential parameters needed to
provide an ideal delivery system for foreign body response
modulation. Various factors such as surface activation, counter
polyelectrolyte and polyelectrolyte deposition, time, pH, temp-
erature and sequence were systematically tuned to achieve the
ideal balance of parameters (Scheme 1). We hypothesized that
the fine-tuning of strong polyelectrolyte influencers, such as
available surface area and charge, and ionic strength, would
result in enhanced GF loading efficiency while preserving their
bioactivity. Moreover, in vitro studies using fibroblasts,
measuring metabolic activity, proliferation, morphology and
differentiation to myofibroblasts confirmed the bioactivity of
the released GFs. Together, these studies demonstrate that our
novel LBL assembly method would be an effective and afford-
able delivery strategy for GFs and other critical biomolecules,

Scheme 1 Schematic overview of the GF-LBL optimization procedure.
Fabricated polymeric implant rod was firstly plasma treated to create a
negatively charged surface for polyelectrolyte deposition. Evaluation
showed Ox100 to have the highest surface and roughness, as well as
most negatively charged. Then the initial LBL assembly procedure was
performed and despite the low loading capacity and high burst release,
TGF-β1 bioactivity was intact, as shown in the increased cell proliferation
and attachment. A series of optimization steps (pH, concentration,
deposition sequence) showed an increase of 5–6× in loading capacity
and a 64% retained release. This hence resulted in an improved cell pro-
liferation and attachment. An additional temperature optimization for
PDGF-ββ was needed to maintain GF bioactivity.
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and has important applications in tissue engineering and
other biomedical sciences.

Experimental
Fabrication of polymeric implants

Polymeric implant rods were manufactured with a bioplotter
(Envisiontec GmbH), an XYZ plotter device as previously
described by Moroni et al.29 Briefly, poly(ethylene oxide tere-
phthalate)/poly(butylene terephthalate) (PEOT/PBT) resins were
loaded into a steel syringe and heated at 180–200 °C. With
the computer-aided manufacturing software (CAM, PrimCAM)
governing the bioplotter, fibres were extruded at 4–5 bars to
fabricate cylindrical implants of 1.75 mm in diameter.

Additionally, polymeric implant sheets of 500 μm thickness
were prepared using a hot-embossed compression moulding
technique as previously described.30 Briefly, resins of PEOT/
PBT were dispersed inside circular punched moulds of thin
stainless steel and sandwiched between two functionalized
silicon wafers (FDTS, Sigma-Aldrich). The wafer–mould–wafer
stack was positioned in the aperture of a temperature hydrau-
lic press (Fortune Holland) at 10 bar and 180 °C. After 5 min,
the press was cooled to 60 °C and the pressure was released.
The mould and wafer were separated manually to provide
smooth PEOT/PBT implant sheets. Both rods and sheets were
used in the loading capacity, release profile and cell culture
analysis, and are mentioned as “samples” to indicate that both
types were used.

Surface activation and charge staining

Surface activation on PEOT/PBT implants was conducted to
provide higher surface area charge and initial charge for alter-
nate polyelectrolyte absorption. PEOT/PBT surface activation
was performed by gas plasma treatment using inert argon
plasma treatment (PDC-002; Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, USA) at
100 mTorr, 30 W for 45 min (Ar) or reactive oxygen plasma
etching (Etch RIE Tetske, Nanolab, University of Twente) for
5 min at 100 mTorr, with a power of 30 W or 100 W (respect-
ively, Ox30 and Ox100). After activation, charge staining was
done to identify the surface charge: 0.5% of crystal violet and
0.5% safranin solution were used as the cationic and anionic
dye, respectively. Activated implants were exposed to either
crystal violet or safranin dye for 1 min and rinsed twice to
remove the excess colour. Images were obtained using a light
stereomicroscope at 1× magnification.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM)

The samples were gold sputtered at 40 mA and 100 mTorr for
30 s. SEM images were obtained using a Philips XL30
ESEM-FEG SEM at 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm.
Surface roughness and area analyses were performed through
AFM using tapping mode (PicoScan Controller 2500,
Molecular Imaging, USA) with a super sharp TESP cantilever:
42 N m−1, 320 kHz, 2–5 nm ROC, No Coatings (Bruker AFM
probes). The roughness measurements (Ra, Rq, and Rmax) as

well as available surface area were determined using the
Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIPTM, version 4.2.2.0)
software. Measurements were performed in areas of 1 and
25 μm2. High-quality images in three dimensions (3D) of the
polymer’s surface before and after polyelectrolyte deposition
were recorded and this was repeated three times at randomly
different surface locations to verify the reproducibility of the
observed characteristics.

LBL assembly

Polyelectrolyte solutions of PEI (pH 3) and PSS (pH 10) were
diluted in MilliQ water at a concentration of 2 mg ml−1. DS was
dissolved in buffer solution (0.15 M NaCl) at pH 7 to a concen-
tration of 1 or 2 mg ml−1. HEP was diluted in buffer solution to
1 mg ml−1 at pH 7 and later at pH 9. Powdered collagen (COL,
basal isoelectric point 7.8) from calf skin was dissolved in 1 M
acetic acid overnight and diluted with MilliQ water to a concen-
tration of 0.2 mg ml−1, at pH 3 or pH 7. All the above solutions
were filtered through a 0.02 µm filter before use. Sterile 0.1%
bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 1× phosphate buffer solution
(PBS, Invitrogen Life Technologies) was used to dilute the TGF-
β1 (basal isoelectric point 8.83) concentration to 10 ng ml−1 for
initial optimization studies at pH 7 and later to 40 ng ml−1 at
pH 5, PDGF-ββ (basal isoelectric point 9.8) to 40 ng ml−1 at pH
5, and IGF-1 (basal isoelectric point 9.78) to 100 ng ml−1 at pH
5. GF volumes of 1 ml were used for 10 ng ml−1 concentration
and 250 µl for 40 and 100 ng ml−1 to keep the amount of GF
available to be loaded the same. All reagents were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich, if not mentioned otherwise. All GFs were
purchased from R&D Systems.

All depositions were done at room temperature (RT), with
the exception of PDGF-ββ, which was performed at either RT or
4 °C. PEI, PSS, HEP and DS were deposited over 10 min and
rinsed with MilliQ water for 30 s. For GF deposition, Corning
Costar® Ultra-Low attachment multiwell plates (Sigma Aldrich)
and Eppendorf Protein LoBind Microcentrifuge Tubes (Fischer
Scientific), pre-treated with positively charged PEI, were used.
GFs were deposited for 10 or 20 min and then rinsed with 1×
PBS solution for 5 min. Final assemblies were (COL/DS)4, (TGF-
β1/DS)4, (TGF-β1/HEP)4, (PDGF-ββ/HEP)4 and (IGF-1/HEP)4 with
or without the addition of PEI or PEI/PSS/PEI deposition at the
end. For simplification of all final assemblies with either COL
or GF, (PEI/PSS)2 coating was done beforehand. For (COL/DS)4
deposition on a flat surface, a gold plate was cleaned with
H2SO4 at 150 °C for 20 min followed by washing in MilliQ
water. Polyelectrolyte solutions were alternatively introduced
into the measurement chamber and left in contact with the
gold plate. After each adsorption step, pure water was poured
into the chamber and left in contact with the plate for 1 min in
order to remove the unabsorbed polyelectrolytes.

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) assays

The (COL/DS)4 multilayer assembly process was monitored
in situ and in real time by the QCM-D technique using a dissi-
pative QCM (QCM-Z500, KSV Instruments, Finland). QSX 301
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Au quartz crystals (Q-sense), having a diameter of 1.5 cm and a
fundamental frequency of 5 MHz, were cleaned with H2SO4 at
150 °C for 20 min followed by washing in MilliQ water, prior
to assembling in the measurement chamber. A Teflon liquid
chamber with a volume of 2 ml was used in the experiments.
Polyelectrolyte solutions were alternatively introduced into the
measurement chamber and left in contact with the quartz
sensor. After each adsorption step, pure water was poured into
the chamber and left in contact with the plate for 1 minute in
order to remove the unabsorbed polyelectrolytes. QCM data
analysis was performed using the QCM impedance analysis
software (KSV Instruments, version 3.11) in order to calculate
the areal mass density for each deposited layer. The surface
area of (PEI/PSS)2 deposited alone, and with addition of (TGF-
β1/DS)4 and (COL/DS)4 in sequence (n = 3) was measured
through BET analysis using an N2 adsorption–desorption iso-
therm TriStar 3000 automated gas adsorption analyser (Tristar
3000 V6.03 A).

Sircol assay

The loading capacity of COL on surface-treated rods (n = 3) was
measured by collagen extraction using 0.1 mg ml−1 pepsin (0.5
M acetic acid, overnight at 4 °C). The acidic extract was then
neutralized with an acid neutralising reagent (Sircol, Biocolor
Ltd) and incubated overnight at 4 °C in an Isolation &
Concentration Reagent (Sircol, Biocolor Ltd). Quantifications
were performed according to the picrosirius red-based colori-
metric Sircol collagen dye binding assay kit (Biocolor Ltd) and
measured at 540 nm.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

ELISAs (n = 3) were conducted to quantify GF loading capacity
in each layer and the release rate profile. Loading capacity was
measured in solution (PBS or culture medium) obtained
before and after GF deposition, and subtracted to determine
the amount that was incorporated. For the release rate profile,
implants were incubated in 1× PBS solution for 4 h, and ELISA
assays were conducted at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 16 d
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (DuoSet ELISA
development kit, R&D Systems Europe Ltd). The initial release
profile was measured by incubating TGF-β1 implants (n = 3) in
1 ml of 1× PBS, and 100 µl was collected per time point
without refreshing. After optimisation, the incubated solution
was removed and refreshed for every time point. GF release
profiles were fitted using the Korsmeyer–Peppas model,31 fol-
lowing the equation:

Q0 ¼ Kntn

where Q0 is the estimated release, Kn is the release rate, t is the
time and n is the power law coefficient, giving an insight into
the mechanism governing the release.

Cell culture and cell seeding

The TK173 human renal fibroblast cell line (from human
kidney and previously characterized32) and neonatal rat
dermal fibroblasts (nRDFs, R106-05n, Tebu-bio Cell

Application, Inc.) were cultured in a basic culture medium
comprising α-MEM (Gibco), fetal bovine serum (10%, Lonza),
L-glutamine (2 mM, Gibco), penicillin (100 U ml−1) and strep-
tomycin (100 mg ml−1, Gibco). Both fibroblast cell types were
expanded at an initial seeding density of 3000 cells per cm2.
The culture was refreshed every 2–3 days. The cells were har-
vested at 80–90% confluency before trypsinisation for cell
seeding.

The TK173 cell line was used for the bioactivity analysis of
the initial protocol with (TGF-β1/DS)4 and (TGF-β1/HEP)4. Rod
implants (n = 3) of 2 cm in length were sterilized with 70%
ethanol. Agarose molds (3% wt/v) were placed below the rods
to prevent cell attachment to the bottom of a 12 well-plate and
for optimum static cell seeding. The cell seeding density was
500 000 cells in a 250 μl volume. The samples were rinsed with
1× PBS and collected for DNA assay and SEM at 4 h for attach-
ment and on day 4 for proliferation.

nRDFs were used to analyse the optimised protocol with
(TGF-β1/HEP)4, using two seeding models to separate the
effect of the implant substrate on GF release. To study the
direct cell contact to the PEOT/PBT surface, as well as the
release of GFs, 50 000 nRDFs were seeded directly on poly-
meric sheets. To examine individually the effect on GFs
released in medium without the presence of cell attachment,
50 000 nRDFs were plated on a 24-well tissue culture plate.
After 24 h, the rods were inserted into each well to provide the
release of GFs. For nRDFs on both sheets and rods, DNA
assays were performed on days 1 and 4, and the resulting data
were used to determine the proliferation rate. For imaging,
polymeric sheets were seeded with 10 000 cells and examined
on days 1, 4, and 7. All cell experiments were performed under
a 5% CO2 humid atmosphere at 37 °C.

DNA assay

The proliferation rate from day 1 and 4 was measured using a
CyQuant Cell Proliferation Assay kit (Molecular Probes). For
each in vitro study, the samples (n = 3) were washed twice with
1× PBS, collected into a 500 μl Eppendorf tube and frozen at
−80 °C. After undergoing three freeze-thaw cycles, 1× lysis
buffer was added to the samples at RT over 1 h. The samples
were incubated for an additional 1 h with lysis buffer RNase.
Subsequently, cell lysate and CyQuant GR dye (1×) were mixed
1 : 1 in a 96-well plate and incubated in the dark for 15 min.
Fluorescence was measured at excitation and emission wave-
lengths of 480 and 520 nm, respectively, using a spectrophoto-
meter (the VICTOR3 Multilabel Plate Reader Perkin Elmer
Corporation).

Live/dead assay, immunostaining and SEM sample
preparation

Live/dead assay. The sheets (n = 2) were rinsed with PBS and
collected on days 4 and 7. The samples were stained for
30 min with 2 µM calcein AM and 4 µM EthD-1 solution. After
incubation, the samples were rinsed further with PBS to
remove non-specific staining and visualized by using a fluo-
rescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600).
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Immunostaining. The sheets (n = 2) were washed with
1× PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at RT.
The medium was aspirated from cell culture samples (n = 4)
and the cells were washed with PBS and fixed for 30 min with
freshly prepared 10% formaldehyde in PBS at RT. After rinsing
with PBS, the samples were permeabilised with 0.1% Triton
X-100, and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and
normal goat serum. The cells were stained with monoclonal
anti-actin, α-Smooth Muscle (1 : 200) conjugated with goat
anti-mouse Alexa Fluor® 488 (Invitrogen, 1 : 1000) as the sec-
ondary antibody, Phalloidin-Texas Red (Molecular Probes,
1 : 100) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Dapi) (1 : 100) with
multiple rinses in between and after to remove non-specific
staining. Images were obtained by using a fluorescence micro-
scope (Nikon Eclipse E600).

SEM. The samples (n = 2) were washed with 1× PBS and
fixed with 10% formaldehyde for 30 min at RT. After rinsing
with PBS, the samples underwent dehydration steps of
70–80–90–100%, 30 min per step. After dehydration, the
samples were critical point dried (CPD 030 Critical Point
Dryer, Leica) and then gold sputtered at 40 mA and 100 mTorr
for 30 s. The morphology of the cells was studied using a
Philips XL30 ESEM-FEG SEM at 10 kV and a working distance
of 10 mm. All chemicals were supplied by Sigma Aldrich, if not
stated otherwise.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Graphpad and
expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Biochemical assays
were performed in triplicate, if not stated otherwise. Statistical
analysis was done by a two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test (p < 0.05), unless
otherwise indicated in the figure legends. For all figures, the
following applies: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.

Results
Substrate selection, surface activation and polyelectrolyte
deposition

For LBL assembly, we selected a polymeric implant composed
of poly(ethylene oxide terephthalate)/poly(butylene tere-
phthalate) (PEOT/PBT), which has shown successful appli-
cations in several tissue regeneration applications. Effective
multilayer LBL build-up requires sufficient surface area and
charge. We accomplished this by surface activation using
argon (Ar) and oxygen (Ox30 and Ox100) plasma treatment. We
observed a rougher surface with random rough fragments with
Ar, and more ordered shorter and higher peaks with Ox30 and
Ox100, respectively (Fig. 1A). Ox100 provided the highest
surface roughness and area increase compared to unmodified
(X) PEOT/PBT controls (Table 1). For surface charge, Ox100
implants showed the highest negative surface charge, with
lesser charge in Ox30 and much lesser in Ar implants, deter-
mined by crystal violet staining (Fig. 1B). Safranin staining for
positively charged surfaces was not observed for any of the

three activation conditions, showing that all surface activated
implants have negatively charged surfaces (Fig. 1B). Hence, all
surface activated implants showed potential in providing a
larger capacity for LBL absorption and stronger interaction to
the counter charged polyelectrolyte.

Next, we evaluated whether the surfaces were capable of
building up polyelectrolytes, an essential parameter for LBL
assembly. For these studies, we first evaluated the deposition
of PEI and PSS followed by collagen (COL) and DS by QCM.
The LBL deposition consists of two layers of alternating poly-
cation PEI and polyanion PSS, referred to as (PEI/PSS)2, fol-
lowed by four layers of alternating positively charged COL
and negatively charged DS referred to as (COL/DS)4. The
deposition sequence showed differences based on the pH of
COL: we observed linear growth at pH 7 and exponential
growth at pH 3 (ESI Fig. 1†). Absorbed (PEI/PSS)2 indicating
LBL deposition on rods was observed by SEM (Fig. 1C and
ESI Fig. 2†). Polyelectrolyte deposition can also be deter-
mined by surface area changes measured by AFM and BET.
AFM analysis showed different surface topographies after
(PEI/PSS)2 deposition (Fig. 1D), and the corresponding
surface area and roughness measurements (Table 1) were
decreased. Surface area differences before and after depo-
sition were 116, 136 and 165 nm for every 1 µm2 surface area
of Ar, Ox30 and Ox100, respectively, compared to 20 nm for
controls. Surface roughness (expressed as Rq and Ra measure-
ments) was also reduced by 2.7-, 1.5- and 1.8-fold after (PEI/
PSS)2 deposition for Ar, Ox30 and Ox100, respectively. BET
analysis showed a decrease in surface area, indicating the
build-up of layers after polyelectrolyte deposition (ESI
Fig. 3†), while collagen quantification assay displayed the
amount of loaded collagen (ESI Fig. 4†).

Loading GFs on LBL and nomenclature description

Having established that (PEI/PSS)2 can be deposited in multi-
layers on surface-activated PEOT-PBT implants, we aimed at
loading different GFs on these assemblies. We selected three
cationic GFs (TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ, and IGF-1) that are chemotacti-
cally able to recruit fibroblasts to the implantation site33 and
involved in the generation of tissue engineered blood vessels
(TEBVs) for myofibroblast and smooth muscle cell differen-
tiation. From the results, here on, all implants will be coated
with (PEI/PSS)2 and hence for simplification, the nomenclature
of (PEI/PSS)2 will be dropped. The nomenclature of, for
example, Ox30 (TGF-β1/DS)4 refers to surface implants acti-
vated by Ox30, coated with (PEI/PSS)2 and further deposited
with four layers of alternating growth TGF-β1 and counter poly-
electrolyte DS. Furthermore, loaded layers were evaluated by
deducting the initial amount by remaining amount of GF used
for deposition, GF release in solution, and bioactivity of the
released GF.

Selecting the optimum surface activation and parameters for
growth factor drug delivery substrate

To find the optimum surface activation for GF delivery, we
assessed the different plasma activations and its ability to
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support TGF-β1 loading, control release and bioactivity.
Initially, we evaluated the LBL coating methodology with two
counter polyelectrolytes DS and HEP (1 mg ml−1), TGF-β1
(10 ng ml−1 at pH 7) and compared it with X, Ar, Ox30 and
Ox100 treated substrates. The results showed a low average

loading capacity of 8.22% ± 1.38% and 8.63% ± 1.05% for
TGF-β1 with DS and HEP as the counter polyelectrolyte,
respectively (Fig. 2A and B). High TGF-β1 burst release was
seen in both PBS and culture medium of around 36.65% and
30.15% in implants with DS and HEP, respectively, and no sig-
nificant viable release was seen further after day 1 (ESI
Fig. 5†). Nevertheless, cell culture studies to analyse the effect
of TGF-β1 LBL rod implants on the attachment and prolifer-
ation of TK173 cells showed positive results (ESI Fig. 6†). On
day 1, (TGF-β1/DS)4 implants displayed a significantly greater
number of attached cells compared to the corresponding
surface-treated rods without (TGF-β1/DS)4. On day 4, cell pro-
liferation was significantly higher with TGF-β1 implants com-
pared to the same rods without TGF-β1, showing the impact of
the loaded TGF-β1. Among the TGF-β1-coated rods, the rods
surface-treated with Ox100 showed the highest cell prolifer-
ation rate. Similar results were observed with Ar-treated rods
with and without (TGF-β1/HEP)4 (ESI Fig. 6B†). Furthermore,
SEM analysis showed higher cell attachment on TGF-β1-coated
rods compared to non-coated rods (ESI Fig. 7†).

Table 1 Surface analysis by AFM of unmodified (X) and surface-acti-
vated (Ar, Ox30, and Ox100) PEOT/PBT implants before and after (PEI/
PSS)2 deposition. Surface area difference displayed a difference in the
percentage of projected surface area and measured surface area of
1 µm2

X Ar Ox30 Ox100

Before deposition
Surface area difference (%) 2.3 ± 0.7 13.4 ± 3.5 15.1 ± 1.9 19.2 ± 4.7
Rq (nm) 5.5 ± 0.6 13.1 ± 2.2 15.5 ± 4.5 54.9 ± 5.3
Ra (nm) 4.7 ± 0.5 10.8 ± 1.7 13.3 ± 3.8 40.6 ± 3.6

After (PEI/PSS)2
Surface area difference (%) 0.3 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 1.2
Rq (nm) 5.2 ± 0.5 4.9 ± 1.1 10.8 ± 2.3 29.8 ± 3.5
Ra (nm) 3.8 ± 0.4 3.9 ± 0.7 8.7 ± 1.2 23.4 ± 2.4

Fig. 1 Surface activation and polyelectrolyte deposition. (A) SEM images of the PEOT/PBT surface before (X) and after gas plasma treatment of
argon at 30 W (Ar) and oxygen at 30 W and 100 W (Ox30 and Ox100, respectively). The non-activated X implant showed a smooth surface, while Ar,
Ox30 and Ox100 treatment provided a rougher surface. Scale bars: 10 µm. (B) Stereomicroscopy image of Ox100 sheets (left, top row) and rods
(left, bottom); Ox30 sheets (right, top); and Ar (right, bottom). Materials were stained with crystal violet (left sheet for each pair, and top rod in
Ox100) and safranin (right sheet for each pair, bottom rod in Ox100) to detect their charge. Crystal violet staining was highest in Ox100 implants
whereas no safranin staining was observed in any implants. Scale bar: 1 cm. (C) SEM image of Ar surface-activated rod deposited partially with (PEI/
PSS)2 as depicted by the white arrow, where the LBL occurred. The surface treated samples provided the same depiction (not shown). Scale bar:
2 mm. (D) 3D images of AFM analysis on surface topography of Ar and Ox30-treated surfaces before (top row) and after (PEI/PSS)2 deposition
(bottom row), indicating a decrease in surface roughness after LBL deposition. Image surface area: 1 µm2.
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Despite the significant increase in proliferation, the
above-mentioned LBL assembly still required extensive
tuning. Various parameters, including the washing pro-
cedure, pH and concentration, were tuned to optimise the
loading and release of TGF-β1. Firstly, changing the rinsing
duration of the procedure provided no significant differ-
ences. However, increasing the ionic strength of DS and
TGF-β1 by changing their pH to 9 and 5 provided a statisti-
cally significant increase in TGF-β1 loading compared to
their loading efficiency at pH 7 (ESI Fig. 8A and B†). HEP
counter polyelectrolyte implants had superior loading
capacity, where the change in pH tripled TGF-β1 loading
efficiency. Hence, for next optimization, we only used the
HEP counter polyelectrolyte and coupled it with TGF-β1 solu-
tion loaded at different durations and concentrations
(10 and 20 minutes; 10, 20 and 40 ng ml−1) (ESI Fig. 8C†).
The volume of TGF-β1 solution used for loading is adjusted
to create a fixed 10 ng of TGF-β1 for every loading layer.
Increasing TGF-β1 loading solution to 40 ng ml−1 increased l
TGF-β1 loading capacity, while increasing the duration of the
loading to 20 minutes gave better loading reproducibility,
resulting in loading capacities of 41.72, 46.41, 42.91 and
50.18% for X, Ar, Ox30 and Ox100, respectively, 5–6× higher
than initial loading. Changing the pH of TGF-β1 to 3 showed
no viable signal (data not shown). Comparing the loading
parameters of LBL assembly with DS as the counter poly-
electrolyte at different concentrations (1 and 2 mg ml−1) to

HEP Ox100-treated LBL implants provided the highest
loading efficiency of 72.26% (Fig. 2C).

Using these optimised conditions, we performed a cumulat-
ive release study in which (TGF-β1-HEP)4 implants were incu-
bated in PBS, and solutions were collected, refreshed, and ana-
lysed on days 1, 2, 4, and 7 (ESI Fig. 9A†). Half of all TGF-β1
loaded was released after one day of incubation, with Ox100-
treated LBL implants having the highest total release of TGF-β1.
After day 7, X, Ar, and Ox30-treated LBL implants showed no
significant release and hence analysis was stopped on day 7.
The release profile results indicated that Ox100-treated LBL
implants were able to retain the viability of TGF-β1, while the
other LBL implants were not. To improve the release profile by
inhibiting burst release, we added an additional layer of PEI or
PEI/PSS/PEI (Fig. 2D and ESI Fig. 9B†). The additional PEI and
PEI/PSS/PEI layer was able to retain TGF-β1 release by 32.61%
and 64.39%, a significant decrease from no additional layer.
From these collective studies, we determined the (PEI/PSS)2 LBL
assembly conditions for loading and release of TGF-β1: Ox100
surface treatment, 40 ng ml−1 of TGF-β1 at pH 5 deposited for
20 min, with 1 mg ml−1 HEP at pH 9 as the counter polyelectro-
lyte, and an additional layer of PEI/PSS/PEI deposited.

Efficient loading and release of TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ and IGF-1
and their effect on cell proliferation

After achieving a highly efficient TGF-β1 loading, the mainten-
ance of loaded and released TGF-β1 bioactivity was confirmed

Fig. 2 Loading capacity and release profile of different surface activation techniques (Ar, Ox30, Ox100), pH (7 or 5), and counter polyelectrolyte (DS
or HEP) deposition. Loading capacity of TGF-β1 (10 ng ml−1, pH 7) in (A) (TGF-β1/DS)4 with 1 mg ml−1 DS and (B) (TGF-β1/HEP)4 implants surface-acti-
vated with Ar, Ox30, Ox100. Non-activated surfaces with (PEI/PSS)2 coating (X) were used as a control. The first layer (1 lyr) provided highest loading
for all 8 conditions. (C) Loading capacity of TGF-β1 (40 ng ml−1, pH 5) on different surface activation and counter polyelectrolytes. Loading capacity
was highest in Ox100-treated (TGF-β1-HEP)4 implants compared to all other samples tested. (D) Release rate profile of loaded TGF-β1 (40 ng ml−1,
pH 5) from (TGF-β1/HEP)4PEI/PSS/PEI on days 1, 2, 4, and 7 showed a retained release with a significantly higher release of Ox100-treated LBL
implants compared to others (*** P < 0.001).
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by analysing its effect on cell proliferation. An in vitro
study was done to analyse separately the effect of TGF-β1
release in medium (Fig. 3A, right schematics) and cell–
material interactions in combination with TGF-β1 release
(Fig. 3B, left schematics) on the proliferation rate of nRDFs. All
seeded wells containing TGF-β1 LBL rod implants provided
statistically significantly higher proliferation than non-treated
rod implants. Ox100 TGF-β1 LBL rod implants provided the
highest cell proliferation compared to non-coated unmodified
rods. The sheets were used instead of rods to secure maximum
cell and material interactions to assess the TGF-β1 effect on
adhered cells to the implant (Fig. 3B). When the cells were
directly seeded onto the sheet implant, all surface treated TGF-
β1 LBL sheet implants displayed a statistically significantly
higher cell proliferation rate compared to non-coated sheet
implants, and Ox100 provided the highest proliferation rate of
cells.

Due to the increase in the ionic strength of GF adhesion
from the change of pH, a final optimisation step was carried
out to avoid unspecific GF deposition. All further GF depo-
sition took place in a low binding reservoir pre-coated with
positively charged PEI to prevent undesirable binding of posi-
tively charged TGF-β1 onto the loading reservoir. This modifi-
cation resulted in an increase in the TGF-β1 loading capacity
of the implants. Fig. 4a shows a significant increase of loading
capacity of 82 ± 5.8% (average of all 4 layers, with the highest

loading to be 92%) on Ox100 LBL implants. Additionally, we
assessed PDGF-ββ and IGF-1 loading capabilities. Fitting with
the Korsmeyer–Peppas model revealed the release to be gov-
erned by a combination between diffusion and erosion.34

Indeed, the n exponent of the power equation amounts to 0.71,
0.56 and 0.74 for TGF-β1 (R2 = 0.999), PDGF-ββ (R2 = 0.988) and
IGF-1 (R2 = 0.999) respectively, suggesting a non-Fickian
diffusion mechanism.35 IGF-1 LBL Ox100 implants provided a
high average loading capacity of 75.42 ± 9.16% and a sustain-
able controlled release. For PDGF-ββ, despite the obtained
high loading (ESI Fig. 10†), its release was scarcely detected for
both DS and HEP sequences (PDGF-ββ (RT)). A lower tempera-
ture solution of 4 °C was used to further optimize the LBL
deposition of PDGF-ββ. The tuned method provided sufficient
loading of PDGF-ββ of 71.4 ± 3.94% and a viable controlled
release. Similar to the proliferation studies of TGF-β1 LBL
implants, PDGF-ββ and IGF-1 LBL Ox100 implants were exam-
ined to investigate their effect on cells (Fig. 4c). Rods were
used to examine the effect of released GF in the medium,
while sheets were chosen for the maximum effect on cell and
material interactions with exposure to released GF. The release
of GFs alone from PDGF-ββ (4 °C) and IGF-1 LBL Ox100 rod
implants displayed a statistically significant increase in pro-
liferation. Furthermore, with the combination of cell and
material interactions on PDGF-ββ (4 °C) and IGF-1 Ox100 LBL
sheet implants, a statistically significant increase of cell pro-

Fig. 3 Cell proliferation study on different surface activated LBL TGF-β1 implants. (A) Proliferation rate study of nRDFs seeded on a 24 well plate
with exposure to TGF-β1 LBL and non-coated rods after 24 hours of seeding to analyse the effect on cell proliferation through release of TGF-β1 in
the medium. Control refers to wells with unmodified rods. Wells with TGF-β1 LBL rod implants had statistically higher proliferation compared to
control. Ox100 TGF-β1 LBL rod implants provided the highest proliferation. (B) Proliferation rate analysis of nRDFs seeded directly to TGF-β1 LBL
sheets to show the effect of cell–material interaction as well as TGF-β1 released in medium. Stars (*P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001) indicate stat-
istically significant values compared to control or non-coated implants.
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liferation was also observed. PDGF (RT) LBL Ox100 implants
showed only a slight increase compared to control in both cell
culture studies.

Bioactivity of TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ and IGF-1 released from
GF-LBL Ox100 implants

Further bioactivity of TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ and IGF-1 released
from LBL implant sheets can be analysed by cell staining
to examine cell behaviour (Fig. 5). Cell spreading of nRDFs
improved with enhanced actin filaments when exposed to
GF-LBL Ox100 implants, compared to non-coated implants.
To be able to show a possible effect on cell migration,
Ox100 sheets were only coated with PDGF-ββ at the edge of
the circumference. GF-LBL Ox100 implants induced fibro-
blast migration, as seen in PDGF-ββ LBL Ox100 implants
through elongated filopodia and nRDF attachment protrud-
ing and migrating from the center of the implants, where
the cells were seeded, towards the source of released PDGF-
ββ at the edge of the sheet. GF-LBL Ox100 implants dis-
played viable cell attachment on days 4 and 7. Cell staining
supported DNA assay in which LBL implants provided a
high proliferation rate compared to non-coated implants.
Finally, LBL Ox100 implants loaded with GFs such as
TGF-β1 showed a higher population of α-SMA positive

cells compared to LBL implants without GF. Hence, effec-
tively loaded GF-LBL implants provided a sustainable con-
trolled release of GF with intact bio-functionalities
(Scheme 2).

Discussion

LBL assembly has been the substantial focus in many research
fields for its ability to have nanometre control over film thick-
ness, which corresponds to the quantity of the loaded targeted
drug.2 Different methods to analyse layer deposition were used
depending on the substrate and polyelectrolyte type. QCM has
been the standard technique to monitor LBL deposition and
provide the ideal parameters for layer deposition. However,
QCM requires a flat conducting substrate.36 Hence, quartz
crystals with gold electrodes were used to examine the (COL/
DS)4 sequence, as the basis template for the optimization of
the LBL assembly technique specialized for GF delivery, in
which COL is then substituted with a GF of interest. When
transferring this sequence to polymeric rods or sheets other
techniques need to be explored. As we have investigated here,
SEM analysis can provide insight into changes in topography
and charge qualitatively,37 while other techniques such as
AFM and BET can provide quantitative analysis on the surface

Fig. 4 Loading capacity and release profile of TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ and IGF-1, and their effect on cell proliferation. (A–B) Optimized and tuned LBL
deposition displayed high loading capacity of GFs (up to 92%, 82%, and 85% for TGF-β1, PDGF-ββ, and IGF-1 respectively) and its sustainable con-
trolled release up to 16 days. (C) Proliferation rate of nRDF on wells exposed to the released GF from LBL rod implants and direct seeding to the LBL
sheet implant. Cell proliferation on PDGF-ββ (4 °C) and IGF-1 Ox100 LBL implants displayed statistically significant higher values compared to
control, with only a slight higher proliferate rate in implants with PDGF-ββ deposited in RT. Cells in both PDGF-ββ (4 °C) and IGF-1 Ox100 LBL rod
implants showed higher proliferation than PDGF-ββ (RT). Control in rods refers to wells with non-coated Ox100 LBL rods, while control in sheets
refers to nRDFs seeded on non-coated Ox100 sheets. Stars (*P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001) indicate statistically significant values compared to
control, while blue stars refer to statistically significant values between the GF-LBL implants.
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area, which corresponds to the quantity of layer deposition.
AFM measures actual surface area, roughness as well as inden-
tation experiments to investigate the adhesion of the
polyelectrolytes,38,39 but is limited to microscale areas, while
BET provides a larger overview of surface analysis but measure-
ments of surface area are superficial and time consuming for
small areas.40 With regard to GF loading, a straightforward
technique would be to obtain the difference of deposition solu-
tion before and after each layer coating, and measure it with
ELISA. Release and cell culture studies provided added value
for the indication of viable GF release.

The initial setup of depositing a neutral pH polyelectrolyte
with a standard incubation time and volume/concentration
setup onto our GF-LBL implants provided a similar loading
efficiency of many LBL assemblies41 and a statistically signifi-
cant increase in cell proliferation. Nevertheless, optimisation
by tuning of the LBL parameters shown in this study has pro-
vided a much higher loading capacity than the so-called “high
density drug loading” often ranging between 10–40%.41

Deposition parameters such as time, temperature, pH and con-
centration have been tuned to provide the ideal conditions for
the fabrication of a specific functional LBL assembly. Low
influencers,23 such as GF concentration, provided a significant
increase of loading capacity only on specific surface treated
implants, namely Ar and Ox100, while the deposition time pro-

Fig. 5 Cell staining images of nRDFs seeded on GF-LBL and non-coated sheet implants. (a) LBL implants showed enhanced actin filaments com-
pared to (b) non-coated implants. (c) Cell morphology staining of actin filaments on PDGF-ββ LBL implants showed elongated filopodia. (d) Cell
staining showed nRDFs migration and attachment on the coated area (edge) of the GF-LBL implant. (e and f) Live dead assay displayed live cells
(green), and no attached dead cells (red) on GF-LBL implants on days 4 and 7. (g–j) Cell staining on day 4 showed high cell attachment in TGF-β1,
PDGF-ββ and IGF-1 implants compared to non-coated implants. Star-like groups of cells were seen on TGF-β1 and IGF-β1 implants. (k and l) α-SMA
staining on GF-LBL displays a higher amount of cells positive with α-SMA compared to LBL implants without TGF-β1. Scale bar: (a and b) 20 µm, (c)
10 µm, (d) 200 µm, (e and f) 10 µm, (g–j) 50 µm, (k and l) 20 µm.

Scheme 2 Schematic overview of the GF-LBL procedure, mechanism
and cellular response upon seeding HDF on LBL implants. (1) The fabri-
cated polymeric implant rod was first gas plasma treated to create a
negatively charged surface for polyelectrolyte deposition. (2)
Polyelectrolyte deposition step comprises incubating the implant to
positively and negatively charged solutions of PEI and PSS (2a, first 4
layers), GF and HEP (2b, next 8 layers) and again PEI and PSS (2c, for the
last 3 layers). (3–5) In culture medium, GF starts to escape from the LBL
assembly, passing through the top PEI-PSS-PEI layer by diffusion. Upon
seeding HDF on the LBL implant, the response to the initial cell–material
contact and additionally sensing GFs release to the culture medium
influence cell migration, proliferation and differentiation.
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vided no significant differences in loading capacity, though
beneficially reduced the loading deviation of samples. Another
tuneable parameter is temperature, which is known to be a
strong influencer. PDGF-ββ is a highly sensitive growth factor
with a life-time of seconds to a couple of minutes.42 For this
reason, PDGF-ββ deposition using a colder temperature solu-
tion can preserve the lifetime of PDGF-ββ up until binding
with HEP, allowing it to shrink the existing deposited layers.
However, as temperature increased back to RT, the deposited
layers swell, which allows an increased absorption of PDGF-ββ
within the existing deposited layers.43 Ionic strength, a strong
influencer as well, provided a statistically significant increase
in loading capacity when tuning the pH of GFs and the other
polyelectrolytes, as seen also in COL-LBL deposition. When
loading sensitive proteins such as GFs, however, care must be
taken to avoid the risk of degradation.44 Despite the increased
loading capacity of collagen, TGF-β1 was denatured at pH 3,
but not at pH 5. This is similarly seen with FGF, in which the
GF seemed to be unstable at pH below 5.45 Aggregation could
have also developed and most likely reduced loading capacity.
Additionally, the pH change could provoke the swelling of the
deposited structure resulting in increased wall permeability
and diffusion,46 which enhance the time of release if desired.
Besides parameter tuning, attention must be given to
unwanted absorbance on deposition reservoirs due to high GF
ionic strength. This could be avoided by using low binding
positively charged loading reservoirs, as observed in this study.
Moreover, anionic sulphated polysaccharides such as HEP and
DS have specific biological sites to immobilise GF,47 thus pro-
viding a secondary interaction for GF stability while being
exposed to physiological or even harsh conditions.

GF delivery systems with sustainable controlled release is
crucial, due to GF’s short half-life and harmful side effects in
undesirable concentrations.24 LBL assemblies have been
known for their initial burst release due to diffusion being the
main mechanism of release.48 Additional deposition of PEI
and PSS minimised initial burst release. This concept is simi-
larly observed by Tan et al.,49 who described the correlation
between the polyelectrolyte layers and release time of the tar-
geted drug. Additionally, our optimised technique explored the
benefits of “mixed” interactions of strong and weak polyelec-
trolytes. PEI and PSS are strong polyelectrolytes while GFs,
COL, HEP and DS are less strong. As mentioned by Glinel
et al., the exponential growth of multilayers could be due to
weakly charged polyelectrolytes, while strong interactions offer
a linear growth.46 When combining this observation with the
design of Garza et al.50 of alternating exponentially growing
polyelectrolyte multilayers acting as reservoirs and linearly
growing polyelectrolyte layer as a barrier, the LBL sequence of
(PEI/PSS)2/(GF/HEP)4 provided the ideal template as a protein
delivery system. In addition to increase loading by adding HEP
into the LBL sequence, HEP has been known to potentiate
TGF-β1 biological activity. Models have been described in
which HEP could bind at two distinct sites of the TGF-β
dimer.51 This interaction tripled the half-life by protecting
TGF-β1 from proteolytic degradation and doubled the amount

of cell-associated TGF-β1 in vitro.52 Moreover, HEP provided a
better bond in protecting PDGF-ββ than DS, as shown in the
release profile. HEP has also been shown to enhance PDGF-ββ
intracellular signalling and chemotaxis of fibroblasts.53

Furthermore, HEP plays a role in regulating IGF-1 and IGF-1
binding protein complexes. The fusion of HEP binding
domains and IGF-1 can trigger proteoglycan synthesis in carti-
lage54 and HEP can inhibit the IGF-1 and IGF binding protein
complex, thus making IGF-1 available to bind its receptor. By
the combination of strong and compact additional layers’
ionic and biological interactions, our optimised GF-LBL
implants can sustain a controlled release for up to 14 days.
Although we haven’t performed further assays, we expect the
release to be continued for longer times as the loaded quantity
of GFs was not exhausted in the tested time window.

Another factor that seemed to have affected the GF release
profile is the topography and the initial base charge of the
implant due to surface activation. Gas plasma treatment can
selectively modify surface properties for enhanced deposition
without effecting the bulk characteristics of the implant.55 A pre-
requisite for achieving a stable LBL implant resides in introdu-
cing reactive groups on the substrate’s surface through gas
plasma treatment.1 Despite having similar roughness and
surface area availability for polyelectrolyte absorption, active
oxygen plasma treatment (Ox30) provided a more charged
surface than inert Ar. This explains the greater decrease of
surface area difference before and after deposition on Ox30
implants. High power oxygen plasma treated implants (Ox100)
provided a higher surface area and charge, and triumphed over
all the other surface plasma treated surfaces shown by its
increase in loading and release rate profile. This is in accordance
with the fact that electrostatic interaction as well as polyelectro-
lyte bridging phenomena are the main driving force in the for-
mation of multi-layered structures of oppositely charged electro-
lytes on a substrate, leading – as shown in this study – to
increased loading efficiency for a more charged surface. Cell
studies on GF-LBL Ox100 implants provided higher cell prolifer-
ation, emphasising the importance of initial ionic strength for
effective drug delivery. However, despite the need for initial ionic
strength for the stability of an LBL build-up, the significance of
the initial ionic strength could be overwhelmed by a stronger
influencer of the initial strong polyelectrolyte absorption, being
here PEI and PSS.20 This was proven from the no significant
difference seen between TGF-β1 in X and Ox100 implants with
regard to GF loading. Nevertheless, the surface topography and
roughness of the Ox100 substrate may have provided a way of
securely loading and retaining the GFs to provide controlled
released and intact bio-functionalities. Future studies investi-
gating the mechanism of how surface topography coupled with
surface roughness and charge could affect the release of drug
loading LBL assembly would be beneficial for providing
additional tuning parameters for controlled LBL delivery systems.

Released GFs can instruct cell behaviour through binding
of transmembrane cell receptors. Hence, the low GF release
from GF-LBL Ox100 implants (ESI Fig. 5†) that were uncounted
for, possibly due to a short half-life,24 could however be
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immediately taken up by the seeded fibroblasts avoiding
unnecessary loss. This could explain the higher cell prolifer-
ation on PDGF-ββ (RT) LBL Ox100 implants compared to
control, despite their low measured release profile. The bioac-
tivity of released GFs could also be analysed through cell
imaging studies. GF-LBL Ox100 implants provided an ideal
and biocompatible template for fibroblasts to grow as shown
by cell viability and morphology. The last layer of PEI could be
the reason for increased cell anchoring due to its cationic
nature and interaction with the negatively charged outer
surface of cells.56 Nevertheless, further studies to measure the
amount of PEI possibly being released from the LBL system
would be beneficial as it has been known to be toxic in high
concentrations.56 The chemotactic function of released GFs
was investigated and confirmed through elongated filopodia.57

Further confirmation was displayed by the migration of fibro-
blasts to the release source of PDGF-ββ, similarly shown by
Grinnell et al.58 Besides higher proliferation, TFG-β1 and IGF-1
LBL Ox100 implants displayed adhered fibroblast forming
colonies that could possibly suggest active collagen
secretion.59,60 While PDGF-ββ showed the distribution of active
proliferation, GFs have been known to be capable of inducing
cell growth. High expression of collagen has been shown to
allow significant build-up of the extracellular matrix (ECM)
promoting fibroblast proliferation.61 Nonetheless, additional
collagen measurements would be useful to understand which
mechanism drives proliferation.

Extracellular matrix (ECM) is crucial to provide cell
adhesion, proliferation, migration and differentiation,62

leading to successful tissue regeneration. Differentiated myofi-
broblasts are characterized by the increased production of
ECM proteins, such as collagen and by the development of
α-SMA-positive stress fibres that are connected with the
ECM.63 During wound healing, myofibroblasts are pivotal as
primary extracellular matrix (ECM)-secreting cells are involved
in wound strengthening and contractility.64 α-SMA, a myofibro-
blast marker, was observed more in GF-LBL implants com-
pared to LBL implants without GF incorporation. TGF-β1, in
the presence of mechanical stress such as rigid polymeric
implants, leads to the further differentiation of myofibroblasts
by inducing de novo expression of α-SMA.65

Implants composed of PEOT/PBT block copolymers provide
easy tunability by varying the PEOT/PBT ratio and length
of the PEO segment, and for its in vitro and in vivo
biocompatibility.66,67 We also have previously investigated
PEOT/PBT rods as an in vivo bioreactor device and showed
their ability to modulate the foreign body response,30 in which
various GFs play an important role. By combining these fea-
tures, our GF-LBL implant can be a promising application for
induced and controlled tissue regeneration.

Conclusion

We have optimised an LBL assembly technique to effectively
incorporate GFs on polymeric implants and provide a con-

trolled sustainable release. We investigated in a systematic
manner different tuneable parameters, such as the time and
concentration of weak influencers, and the ionic strength and
temperature of strong influencers, to enhance the loading
capacity of GFs. Taking advantage of the “mixed” interaction
of strong and weak polyelectrolytes, secondary interaction
through biological site binding, and substrate surface pro-
perties, the optimal conditions to provide a sustainable con-
trolled release of different GFs were discovered. In vitro studies
displayed viable, highly proliferating, well anchored, α-SMA
positive cells on GF-LBL Ox100 implants, confirming the bioac-
tivity of the released GFs. Hence, the developed GF-LBL tech-
nique represents an excellent method for preparing the next
generation of highly functional materials for tissue regener-
ation applications.
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